
 

 

DISCLOSURE: PAC Partners has carried out work for the Company over the last 24 months and received fees on commercial terms for the services. 

The information contained in this report is provided by PAC Partners to Wholesale Investors only.  
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Recommendation Buy 

Previous Recommendation Buy 

Risk Rating High 

Current Share Price $0.66 

12 Month Price Target $0.95/share (down 5%) 

Price target Methodology 70% Base Case + 30% High  

Total Return (Capital + Yield) 44% 

DCF Valuation $0.95/share 

Market Capitalisation $116m 

Liquidity $0.2m/day 

  

 

EBITDA by product  - FY’19A $5.9m, FY’22 $21.1m 

 

Source: PAC Partners estimates 
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Financial Forecasts & Valuation Metrics  

Y/e Jun  ($m)   2019A 2020F 2021F 2022F 

Revenue 41.5 45.9 55.6 

 

70.8 

EBITDA 5.9 7.3 13.0 19.8 

EPS (cps)  2.8 3.0 5.3 8.0 

EPS Growth 63% 10% 74% 51% 

DPS (c)  0.0 0.8 1.4 2.1 

EV / EBITDA (x)  19.3 15.4 8.5 5.3 

PER (x)  23.8 21.7 12.4 8.3 

Dividend Yield  0.0% 1.2% 2.0% 3.0% 

Gearing -11% -10% -16% -21% 

Source: PAC Partners estimates 

KEY POINTS 

 FY’19 EBITDA of $5.9m is the first significant lift after four years 
of $4m to $5m.  2H’19’s $4.5m is 55% bigger than any other HY. 

 We estimate the Base sleep & neuro diagnostics delivered $6.2m 
and the first breakeven result from Step-outs of -$0.3m with two 
parts delivering cash(MEG $0.2m, eHealth $0.5m, SomFit -$1.0m) 

 After success of two Step-outs and Base we stay with our 
forecast of a significant ramp-up over three years to EBITDA of 
$20m, with 30% from Base and 70% from Step-outs 

 CMP has set a conservative FY’20 EBITDA target of $6.5m to 
$7.5m without any contribution from MEG.  Our report tries to 
show the three steps to link FY’19 $5.9m to $20m over 3 years.

 
INVESTMENT VIEW  

We retain a Buy on CMP and expect it to re-rate towards $0.95/share as:  

 Base (sleep & neuro diagnostic devices & services) deliver 
reliable growth over next two halves with the dual premium and 
mid offers, and eHealth moves into growth leverage after the 
USA backbone build. 

 Blue sky from Step-outs becomes more tangible with new 
orders of MEG in 2H’20F and a distribution partner for SomFit. 

 
THREE STEPS TO 3.5X IMPROVEMENT IN EBITDA OVER 3YEARS 

1 – Full range of sleep and neuro diagnostics.  CMP now has three 

tiers of distribution (premium, mid-level and eHealth) with full range of 
products.  This one stop shop for premium sleep and neuro labs and 
basic day centres was the key to winning preferred Adventist’s preferred 
vendor status for its 48 US hospitals in March 2019. 

2 – Consumables and eHealth are expanding profitably. Many 

diagnostic companies talk about obtaining 20% of EBITDA from sale of 
consumable, and profitable leverage of eHealth backbone.  We estimate 
CMP delivered 25% of FY’19A EBITDA from consumables, and made 
first positive EBITDA 30+ customer sites eHealth platform. 

3 – MEG roll-out is very tangible.  SomFit is back-up. 

CMP installed its first MEG at Barrow Neurological Institute in Phoenix 
USA during May 2019.  Fee paying patients in a “research mode” are due 
this quarter and the FDA approval process should conclude by early 
2020.  We understand CMP has at least 50 enquiries to purchase MEG, 
and five have progressed to a significant level of due diligence.  We 
expect 1 or 2 research based hospitals to order MEGs in 2H’20F. 

SomFit was a $1m loss maker in FY’19 with a trial for a regional sports 
team and product development.  We forecast similar development cost 
above the EBITDA line this year, and a distribution partner to be named 
in 2H’20F.  CMP has had one false start with partner (Health100), so we 
prefer to keep SomFit as a back-up kicker to earnings in 2020 

RISKS.  

 $5m “Orion Lifespan™” MEG machine adoption rate is slow.   

 $200 SomFit consumer product is too far from CMP’s core and 
distracts team.   

 Core sleep and neuro diagnostic business becomes low margin 
with competition and/or slow turnover. 

Compumedics (CMP.AX) 

Tangible brain diagnostic platform with blue sky 

 

5 September 2019 

Paul Jensz 

pjensz@pacpartners.com.au 

+61 3 9114 7444 

Key Milestones 

 Pres’ns @ PAC: 10 Sep Melb; 8 Oct Syd 

 FY’20F - US Adventist Health hospital orders 
and boost to low cost diagnostic sales 

 FY’20F MEG – FDA approval and new orders  

 FY’20F SomFit – Distribution partner 

 FY’22F: $20m EBITDA 
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Across the globe CMP has 
installed… 

…23k diagnostic devices… 

… 100 MEGs with CMP 
software… 

 

…and one complete $5m 
MEG made by CMP/KRISS 

 

 

Low cost and eHealth 
solutions were added 
recently… 

 

…and a consumer sleep test 
SomFit is being trialled 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

US sales were slow in FY’17 
& FY’18, and EU was slow in 
FY’19 

 

After 10 MEG were sold each 
year for 13 years until 2017 
there has only been one 
since… 

…it appears that CMP was 
the cause and we think it is 
the solution 

 

Moving into $200 consumer 
products vs $15k devices 
and $5m machines is a 
different skill set 

 

 

 

CMP delivered a 40% 
increase in EBITDA yoy… 

 

…and 2H of $4.5m was 55% 
larger than any half 

 

China provided the boost in 
base equipment sales 

 

COMPANY BACKGROUND 

Compumedics (CMP) is a leading supplier of sleep and neurological diagnostic devices globally, 
with around 23k units installed and 1,500 units sold annually for $9k to $25k.  15-20% of group 
sales come from recurring services for existing units.  CMP has captured around 30-40% of the 
premium end of sleep and neurological clinics across Nth America, Europe and 
China/Japan/Australia.  Since 2012 CMP has developed a lower cost solution for 
sleep/diagnostics with simpler units and an eHealth platform for the smaller testing centres.  
CMP has also upskilled its neurological devices to move from a software supplier to 100 (of 
130) ~A$5m Orion MEG <MagnetoEncephaloGraphy> machines to a supplier of the full device 
with Korean Partner (KRISS).  The first Orion MEG was installed in reference Barrow Institute in 
Arizona USA in 2019.  CMP will take a simple sleep diagnostic device (SomFit) to the retail 
market, and would prefer to do with a consumer goods partner. 

 

KEY DRIVERS 

 Sleep and neuro diagnostic growth in clinics (hardware & software) and smaller centres 
(amplifier & cloud) 

 Brain wave diagnostics for autism, dementia & other neurological conditions require a 10x 
faster and more accurate MRI which is a new machine (MEG MagnetoEncephaloGraphy)  

 Consumer sleep testing with simplified sensor (SomFit) 

 

MILESTONES 

 FY’20F - US Adventist Health hospital orders and boost to low cost diagnostic sales 

 FY’20F MEG – FDA approval and two new orders in 2H 

 FY’20F SomFit – Distribution partner by 4Q 

 FY’22F: $20m EBITDA 

 

RISKS 

 $9k to $25k per unit core sleep and neuro diagnostic business becomes low margin with 
competition and/or slow turnover.  Mitigation: CMP saw this squeeze and: lowered cost; 
increased geographic distribution; and, accelerated eHealth products and services. 

 $5m Orion MEG machine adoption rate is slow.  Issue: There used to be 10 units sales per 
year of lower accuracy MEG with CMP software in ~80% of all MEGs sold.  The pause over 
last three years for upgraded Orion MEG with CMP/KRISS improvements suggests a major 
re-think, and perhaps focus on using “slower” 35,000 installed Magnetic Resonance 
Imaging machines (MRI).  It is more likely that the 50 customers on “interested” list are 
waiting for more test data from installed US – Barrow Institute.  Individual hospital local 
budget allocation and building space are also required to place an order with A$1m upfront 
cost and total equipment cost of A$5m.  The test centre and ancillaries would push cost to 
A$7m -A$10m. 

 $200 SomFit consumer product is too far from CMP’s core and distracts team.  Mitigation – 
CMP is trying to partner SomFit with distribution and manufacturing companies.  CMP will 
do trials with Diabetes and Sporting groups in order to raise profile.  CMP also has a new 
range of equipment for the home sleep-testing market which will extend the Base unit 
market and keep CMP up to date on what home testing services are relevant.  CMP is also 
rolling out its eHealth cloud based network in USA and Australia.   SomFit can use the 
same infrastructure and reduce start-up delays and cost. 

DETAIL – FY’19 RESULT 

Sales increase of 12% from $36.9m to $41.5m (+12%).  CMP took new orders of $40.5m, up 
7.5% from new orders in FY’18.   

EBITDA increase 40% from $4.2m to $5.9m with margin up 5.4% to 15.4%.  The 2H’19 EBITDA 
of $4.5m is 55% bigger than any other HY 

There was growth across most regions and products: 

 Asia/Australia up 26%.  Significant new contracts into China with sleep and neuro 

devices.  We estimate that the margins on these contracts are steady and attribute 
margin expansion to USA.  It is significant that the Base sleep and neuro device 
market has picked up in China, after negative sales growth.  It appears that CMP has 
got the product mix and inventory right.  The price points with premium and budget 
device are working.  Australia declined with one –off changes to re-imbursement.   

 

Summary 
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Underlying US sales were up 
2% yoy (ex MEG sale)… 

 

…which is a fair result after 
down years in 2017 and 2018 

 

EU continue with lumpy sale 
results… 

…and CMP has people and 
products in place for steady 
growth 

 

We estimate CMP increased 
EBITDA margin by 2% to 
~13.5% without including the 
MEG sale 

Larger scale, better product 
mix and more consumable 

 

 

Uncertainty with healthcare 
spend follows geopolitical 
and trade uncertainties 

 

Despite a low sales growth, 
we expect CMP to meet its 
19% EBITDA growth through 
product mix and improved 
cost base  

 

 

 

The one or two MEG sales in 
2HFY’20F are important for 
showing that the pipeline of 
50 customers is real 

 

The EBITDA lift from MEG is 
more important to FY’21F 
and beyond  

 

 

 

 

Base diagnostic devices 
have full range of service and 
price points 

 

eHealth and consumable are 
in good leverage zone with 
installed base 

 

SomFit still slightly loss 
making during trials… 

 

…but could be accelerated 

with early partnering 

 USA up 14%.  Sales team continues to grow, and increases CMP presence in the mid-

market with lower cost diagnostic devices and eHealth services.  If we strip out $0.5m 
sales for the Orion MEG machine delivered there was 17% growth in USA sales.  This 
is a turn-around from decline in sales over the last two years due to sluggish demand 
and change-over of CMP sales approach.  Importantly we estimate that the EBITDA 
from the MEG was just $0.8m in this year due to extra costs with first machine.  This 
suggests there was a better margin from product mix and lower cost base. 

 EU down 10%.  Germany delivered well in 1H’19A and CMP expanded its French 

sales team.  The 2H’19A was affected by the slowdown in re-imbursement in France, 
and possibly some adjustment with sales team.  The EU has been a lumpy market for 
a few years, but CMP has put a lot of work into sales team and product range to 
prevent a revisit of the $7.5m sales in FY’17A. (FY’18A 10.2, FY’19A $9.10m). 

There are a lot of assumptions required to drill into margins by product.  One check we do is the 
group EBITDA margin, and CMP has stepped up 1.9% to 14.2% this year, equalling the best 
result over the last seven years. 

We think it is safe to estimate MEG EBITDA of ~$0.8m (with $0.2m in FY’19 and $0.6m in 
FY’18) from the first $4.5m MEG machine vs the$2.25m (50%) per machine going forward.  We 
also assume that in all regions CMP has increased the proportion of consumable sales. 

With these assumptions we estimate that CMP has generated 2.0% lift in EBITDA to 13.5% ex 
MEG from larger scale, lower cost, better, product mix and more consumable sales.  

DETAIL – FY’20 GUIDANCE 

FY’20F guidance of sales $42m to $44m, is conservative at just 3% sales growth.  The 19% 
EBITDA growth to EBITDA $6.5m to $7.5m no MEG sale is a little more aggressive.  We are at 
$7.1m EBITDA without MEG and $7.3m the start of one or two MEG orders.  

CMP has taken a careful approach to sales with US and Chinese political and trade 
uncertainties.  This uncertainty has spilled into the healthcare spend in the past. 

The EBITDA leverage in CMP guidance is impressive, and shows confidence in the low cost 
base and matching product mix to improved sales teams in US and EU.  CMP has a long 
history with its Chinese and Japanese distributor partners and is confident of maintaining its  
growth, market share and service levels in the region. 
 

CMP Divisional EBITDA - $m 

 
Source: PAC Partners estimates 

 

THREE STEPS TO 3.5X IMPROVEMENT IN EBITDA OVER 3YEARS 

1 – Full range of sleep and neuro diagnostics.  CMP now has the three tier distribution 

(premium, mid-level and eHealth) with full range of products.  This one stop shop for premium 
sleep and neuro labs and basic day centres was key to winning preferred Adventist’s preferred 
vendor status for its 48 US hospitals in March 2019. 

2 – Consumables and eHealth are expanding profitably. Many diagnostic companies talk 

about obtaining 20% of EBITDA from sale of consumable, and profitable and profitable leverage 
of eHealth backbone.  We estimate CMP delivered 25% of FY’19A EBITDA from consumables, 
and made first positive EBITDA 30+ customer sites eHealth platform. 

3 – MEG roll-out is very tangible.  SomFit is back-up. 

CMP installed its first MEG at Barrow Neurological Institute in Phoenix USA in May 2019.  Fee 
paying patients in a “research mode” are due this quarter and the FDA approval process should 
conclude by early 2020.  We understand CMP has at least 50 enquiries to purchase MEG, and 
five have progressed to a significant level of due diligence.  We expect two more research 
based hospitals to order MEGs in 2H’20F. 

SomFit was $1m loss maker in FY’19 with a trial for a regional sports team and product 
development.  We forecast similar development cost above the EBITDA line this year and a 
distribution partner to be named in 2H’20F.  CMP has had one false start with partner 
(Health100), so we prefer to keep SomFit as a back-up kicker to earnings in 2020 
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RECOMMENDATION CRITERIA  

Investment View  
PAC Partners Investment View is based on an absolute  
1-year total return equal to capital appreciation plus yield. 

 A Speculative recommendation is when a company has limited  
experience from which to derive a fundamental investment view. 

 

 Buy Hold Sell 

>20% 20% – 5% <5% 
 

Risk Rating 
PAC Partners has a four tier Risk Rating System consisting of: Very High, High, Medium and Low. The Risk Rating is a subjective rating based 
on: Management Track Record, Forecasting Risk, Industry Risk and Financial Risk including cash flow analysis. 

Disclosure of Economic Interests 
The views expressed in this research report accurately reflect the personal views of   about the subject issuer and its securities.  No part of the 
analyst's compensation was, is or will be directly or indirectly related to any recommendation or view expressed in this report. 

The following person(s) holds an economic interest in the securities covered in this report or other securities issued by the subject issuer which 
may influence this report: 

 the author of this report  

 a member of the immediate family of the author of this report  

Disclaimer 
PAC Partners Securities Pty Ltd. (“PAC Partners”, “PAC” or “PPS”) is a Corporate Authorised Representative of PAC Asset Management Pty 
Ltd holder of an Australian Financial Services Licence (AFSL No. 335 374).  

The information contained in this report is provided by PAC Partners to Wholesale Investors only. Retail investor and third party 
recipients should not rely, directly or indirectly, on this report. Users of this research report should not act on any content or 
recommendation without first seeking professional advice. Whilst the report has been prepared with all reasonable care from sources which we 
believe are reliable, no responsibility or liability is accepted by PAC Partners, for any errors or omissions or misstatements however caused. Any 
opinions, forecasts or recommendations reflect our judgement and assumptions at the date of publication or broadcast and may change without 
notice. This report is not and should not be construed as an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to purchase or subscribe for any 
investment. This publication contains general securities advice. In preparing our Content it is not possible to take into consideration the 
investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any individual user. Access of this report does not create a client relationship 
between PAC Partners and the user. Before making an investment decision on the basis of this advice, you need to consider, with or without the 
assistance of a securities adviser, whether the advice in this publication is appropriate in light of your particular investment needs, objectives 
and financial situation. PAC and its associates within the meaning of the Corporations Act may hold securities in the companies referred to in 
this publication. PAC believes that the advice and information herein is accurate and reliable, but no warranties of accuracy, reliability or 
completeness are given (except insofar as liability under any statute cannot be excluded). No responsibility for any errors or omissions or any 
negligence is accepted by PAC or any of its directors, employees or agents. Any content is not for public circulation or reproduction, whether in 
whole or in part and is not to be disclosed to any person other than the intended user, without the prior written consent of PAC Partners. 

Disclosure of Corporate Involvement 
PAC Partners has in the previous 24 months carried out work on behalf of the Company described in this report and received fees on 
commercial terms for its Research and Corporate services. PAC Partners does not own securities of the Company described in this report.  
PAC Partners associates do not own securities of the Company described in this report.  PAC Partners does and seeks to do business with 
companies covered in the research. PAC may receive commissions from dealing in securities associated with the Company. As a result, 
investors should be aware that PAC Partners may have a conflict of interest that could affect the objectivity of this report. 

For more information about PAC Partners please visit www.pacpartners.com.au 


